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a foieign \\oid by its English equivalent
The oidmaiy bilingual dictionaiy is gen-
eially satisfactoiy for most words of the
"hteiary" language but is often weak in
scientific terms and popular expressions
Bilingual dictionanes differ also, accord-
ing to the users for whom they are com-
piled In a French-English dictionary,
prepared for the use of English-speaking
students who are learning French, the
French-English half of the book is the
more important and this will be worked
out carefully, while the English-French
half may be given briefer or less careful
treatment The reverse is tiue of a dic-
tionary prepared for French students
learning English In that case the Eng-
lish-French half is more important and
will geneially be fullei and better than
the French-English half A library
which can affoid to have several dic-
tionaries of a language should take this
difference into account and represent
both points of view
As so large a proportion of the use of
foreign dictionaries m an American
library is for the purpose of finding the
English meaning of a foreign word, the
many other possible uses of such books
are sometimes overlooked The larger
dictionaries frequently contain some en-
cyclopedic information, those that in-
clude many quotations may often be used
to supplement the dictionaries of for-
eign quotations, and the larger historical
or dialectal dictionaries which include
obsolete words, local usages, etc, may
be used for mfoimation on small points
of local history, manners and customs,
folklore, etc
Albanian
Drizari, Nelo Fjalor Shqip-Inglisht dhe
Inglisht-Shqip, Albanian-English and
English-Albanian dictionary N Y, N
Nassy, [c!934] 313p 17cm $250
491 99132
Godin, Marie Amelie, frenn von   Wort-
erbuch der albanischen und deutschen
sprache Leipzig, Harrassowitz, 1930 v 1
25cm  M32	49199133
v 1, Deutsch-albamscli
 Amharie
Armbrustei, Car! Hubert Initia am-
harica, an introduction to spoken Am-
hanc Canib univ pr, 1908-28 v 1-31
25cm.	492 832
Baeteman, Joseph Dictionnaire amar-
igna-franqais, suivi d'un vocabulaire
frangais-amangna Dire-Daoua (Ethi-
opia), Irnpr Saint Lazare, 1929 1262,
426 cols 25cm	492 834
Arabic
Badger, George Percy English-Arabic
lexicon, in which the equivalents for
English words and idiomatic sentences
are rendered into literary and colloquial
Arabic Lond, Paul, 18S1 1244p 32crn
189s	492 732
Elias, Ehas A Elias' modern dictionary,
English-Arabic 3d ed entirely recast
and enl Cairo (Egypt), Elias, 1929 702p
il 25cm 19s 6d	492732
Hava, J. G Arabic-English dictionary
for the use of students New ed. Beirut,
Catholic pr, 1921 [pref 1915] 916p
21cm Lond, Probstham 10s 492732
Excellent medium sized dictionary
Lane, Edward William Aiabic-English
lexicon, derived from the best and the
most copious eastern sources In two
books the first containing all the classi-
cal words and significations commonly
known to the learned among the Arabs
the second, those that are of rare occur-
rence and not commonly known. Book
I Lond, Williams and Norgate, 1863-
93 Iv in 8 pts, paged continuously
34cm 25s per pt	492 732
BL   II never published
Malouf, Amin Arabic zoological dic-
tionary Cairo, Al-Muktataf pr [1932]
271p, 17p pi 24crn	492732
Sa'ad Khalil, M Centennial English-
Arabic dictionary	Paul Erdmann,
managing ed , Asa'ad Kheirallah, Arabic
ed Beirut, Amer mission pr, [pref 1926]
1058p 26cm. 30s	492 732

